Superior performance comes from using superior parts. Due

When you use Cat® engine components together
as a complete system, you’re not only ensuring the
very best for your machines, but those systems can
then be re-manufactured for a second whole new
lease of life.

to the incredible stresses and extreme temperatures endured
by all engine parts, CAT parts’ design and manufacturing
process are continually improved to provide you with the
superior and reliable performance you need.

West Indigo Solutions is your partner of choice for
all your genuine CAT parts, to ensure your engine’s
integrity and continuity, regardless of wear and tear.

Categories we cater to:
AIR CONDITIONING KITS

ATTACHMENTS
Cat® Air Conditioner Kits are specifically designed to retrofit your
existing Cat equipment, including:
f Track Type Tractors

f Telehandlers

f Wheel Loaders

f Skid-Steer Loaders

f Off-Road Trucks

f Multi-Terrain Loaders

Attachments tailor Cat machines to the specific requirements of a
customer’s working needs. Caterpillar Attachments enhance the
productivity and utility of Caterpillar machines, equipping them for a
wide range of tasks and operating requirements, and providing total
system solutions for any job application.

f Motor Graders

BATTERIES

BELTS

The reliability of your truck and automated equipment begins with
a reliable battery. You need to have confidence that your battery
will start your equipment every time, even in the most adverse
environments and extreme temperatures. The best way to assure
your commercial equipment and automotive vehicle will start is to
install Cat® Premium High Output, General Service Line.

As a global leader for over 85 years, Caterpillar provides the highly
competitive belt technology and options suitable to be used on
products for all industries we support.
Cat® Belts are manufactured and tested for ideal traction, speed and
long service life on Cat machines to prevent slippage and alignment
problems.
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Solutions that Keep
the Globe Moving

CABS

CAT® CERTIFIED REBUILD
Two Cat® cab types are available and both are offered as “Plug-and-Play” options that
are fully assembled and ready to install on the machine.

The Cat® Certified Rebuild Program offers a like-new machine with a like-new
warranty and a new serial number, all at a fraction of the cost of a comparable new
machine. The program starts with a complete machine inspection. Then the machine
is completely disassembled and rebuilt from the ground up to include all Cat product
updates.

UPGRADE CABS(PREVIOUSLY CALLED “RETROFIT CABS”)
f Latest engineering technology and control modules (including VIMS 4.0)
f Paint scheme and marking similar to current production
f AC standard
f New 3 point harness and comfort seat
f Large buddy seat

CYLINDER SEALS

DRIVE TRAIN
Cat® Seals are specifically designed to handle the increasing pressures and
temperatures of today’s hydraulic cylinders. To avoid poor performance or leaks use
genuine Cat seals. We carry over 1,000 seals to meet all your applications needs.
Resealing your hydraulic cylinders quickly and effectively is just one of the many ways
you can help lower your operating costs.

ELECTRONICS

Final drive and transmission parts work together to transmit power to the ground
and propel Cat® earthmoving equipment through a variety of applications all over the
world. Genuine Cat drive train parts, along with excellent maintenance and repair
options, result in maximum productivity and lower owning and operating costs.

ENGINE PARTS
We provide solutions to all your Cat® electronic needs for components such as these:
f
f
f
f
f

Circuit Breakers and Fuses
Condition Monitoring
Connectors and Terminals
Controls
Displays

f
f
f
f

Gauges
Harnesses and Wire
Switches
Motors

FILTERS

FLUIDS
When you look inside a genuine Cat® filter the difference from other brand name filters
is obvious. Our advanced design features maximum filtration efficiency and protection
so you get the most out of your machine. Our filters are specifically designed, without
compromise, to provide consistent performance quality to protect your Cat machine
and improve your bottom line.
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Caterpillar knows engine parts must endure incredible stresses and extreme
temperatures. That’s why we continually improve design and manufacturing
processes. We want to ensure Cat® engine components work together as a complete
system and can be remanufactured for a second life. Test after test identifies critical
differences between Cat engine parts and competitive parts.

Cat® Fluids are designed specifically for Cat machines and offer improved life and
engine performance. They are expertly engineered, designed, and tested through
extreme conditions and applications. Caterpillar offers many greases, coolants and
oils for specific applications and components.
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GROUND ENGAGING TOOLS

HAND TOOLS

Cat® Ground Engaging Tools (G.E.T.) are the only heavy duty tools engineered with
your entire business in mind - built by the industry leader and designed to perform
in tandem with Cat buckets and machines. The result is a ground breaking system
optimized for productivity the moment you hit the ground. Choosing the right G.E.T.
can make a big difference in your operation’s productivity and profitability.

HARDWARE AND FASTENERS

High-quality Cat® Hand Tools give trained service technicians and skilled craftsman
exactly what they need to perform equipment repairs efficiently and effectively. Expert
service technicians rely on Cat heavy equipment hand tools to get the job done
right! Our comprehensive line of hand tools deliver outstanding value by increasing
productivity and making any technician’s job easier.

HYDRAULICS

Caterpillar has a wide selection of Hardware and Fasteners for Cat® machines as well
as other equipment needs.

Today’s equipment is hydraulics-intensive. So more and more, the decisions machine
owners make about their equipment’s hydraulics directly impact their bottom line.

We supply both general duty bolts for normal applications and high strength bolts for
demanding applications, and carry a wide selection of washers, nuts, clips, clamps
and other hardware.

West Indigo Solutions and our CAT partners work with hydraulics every day, and
have the products, services and expertise to help machine owners the right decisions.

LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES
Whether you need to have clear sight of your surroundings or just need to be seen,
the Cat® line of serviceable lights and accessories available at your nearby Cat dealer
is your one-stop shop for all your workplace, machine and truck lighting needs. Cat
machines require heavy duty lighting for optimal operator performance, especially in
extreme outdoor and off-road environments.

MACHINE SERVICE TOOLS
The Dealer Service Tools Team will recommend proper tooling for service repairs to
increase shop efficiencies. This eliminates the need for costly experimentation.

MACHINE SECURITY SYSTEM (MSS)
Each Cat® Machine Security System key contains a unique identification number. The
MSS electronic control module checks the key being inserted against a pre-approved
list of keys you have authorized. If the key is on the list, the equipment can be started
and operated. If the key is not on the list, the equipment cannot be started.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE KITS
Planned maintenance starts with the right parts. This Planned Maintenance Kit
includes all Filters and O-Rings needed as recommended by Caterpillar.

DEALER SERVICE TOOLING INCLUDES:
f Dealer Fabricated Tooling
f Shop Tooling
f Diagnostic Tooling
f Essential Tooling
f Capital Tooling
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RADIOS & ACCESSORIES

SEALS AND O-RINGS

Cat® Radio Accessories provide the heavy duty auxiliary parts you need for the
upgrade, repair or installation of your vehicle radio. Our radio accessories include:
Bluetooth Microphones and Harnesses, Mounting Kits and Mounting Shells, Mirror
Mounts, Rooftop Mounts, Wire Whip and Satellite Antenna’s, Coax Cable (for radio
connection to antenna connection application), Adapter Harnesses, and more...

SEATS

We believe our Cat® O-rings (also referred to as “toric joints”) are the best made
mechanical gaskets in the world. They have to be. They are used on all Cat
machines, equipment and power systems to prevent fluid contamination and deliver
long, leak-free performance, under the most demanding conditions on the planet.

SENSORS
Designed for rugged use, Cat® Comfort Seats are built to last 10,000 hours with
proper maintenance.Equipment seats are available in durable, tight weave fabric or
leather grain vinyl. The seat material contains a special backing, that is fused, not
sewn, to the underside of the fabric. This allows for stretching of the material without
sagging which provides a long lasting sleek appearance.

SHOP SUPPLIES

TIRES
Maintaining a safe and clean work environment is critical for everyone who works in,
on, or around Cat® equipment.
Having the right shop supplies on hand for the job helps you reduce downtime,
maximize productivity, and control your bottom line.

UNDERCARRIAGE

Cat® Flexport™ Tires are designed specifically for your wheel loaders and skid steer
loaders. They are available in three different tread patterns, off-the-road, smoothtread and construction. These heavy duty tires deliver peak performance and
productivity in extreme operating conditions and on the toughest jobs.

WORK AREA VISION SYSTEM (WAVS)
Cat® undercarriage parts work as a powerful system to propel your machine over all
types of terrain. Most importantly, we know how to help you get the most from your
undercarriage investment. When you consider that 50% of a track-type machine’s
owning and operating costs come from its undercarriage, it makes sense to invest in a
system that will deliver the most value to your bottom line.
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Caterpillar offers sensors for industrial, off-highway, diesel, and engine applications.
Our product line includes liquid level sensors, pulse width modulated pressure
sensors, active speed sensors, high accuracy speed timing sensors, position sensors,
and temperature sensors.

Specifically developed and designed for use in rugged applications and environments,
the Cat® Work Area Vision System (WAVS) offers the equipment operator views from
up to three closed-circuit cameras viewable on a 7" inch LCD color monitor. WAVS is
integrated with your machine for automatic views, prompted by machine motion.
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